


Welcome to Clicktivated

Clicktivated creates a closer and more 
meaningful connection between destinations 
and their potential visitors through an 
interactive video experience. 

With Clicktivated, destinations are now able to bolster 
digital engagement while strengthening viewer 
acquisition and retention through clickable locations 
showcased within the video. 

Clicktivated’s non-intrusive technology allows viewers to 
explore in-depth attributes of the video with a single 
click, resulting in greater awareness and amplified 
results without disrupting the integrity of the video.



ABOUT US

What is Clicktivated

The Clicktivated platform allows users to interact 
with individual locations featured within video. 
Clicktivated’s experience does not use intrusive 
mechanisms, such as pop-ups, markers or 
annotations to deliver dynamic engagement. 

This approach allows the video to continue playing without 
disruption, furthering engagement by delivering a user-friendly 
and immersive experience that puts the viewer in control.

All selected locations gather instantly to the right of the video 
that leads the viewer to the appropriate information page. As 
the user engages with the video, unique analytics on viewer 
behavior are gathered that provide powerful and insightful data 
used for deeper viewer understanding and future marketing 
initiatives.
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HOW IT WORKS



Interactive video 

HOW IT WORKS

1. Watch it
Enhance video content by creating 
an interactive experience to 
amplify user engagement. 

Allowing for specific locations to be 
selected directly from the video.
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Clickable location options
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SHOP NOW

Levi’s
501® ORIGINAL 
FIT JEANS
COVERT KHAKI
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HOW IT WORKS

2. Click it
Select locations are highlighted, 
made clickable, and placed in a cue 
encouraging users to explore.

Clickability throughout the video allow the 
user to choose the location they want to 
learn more about during the video.



Location selected on featured partner’s page

HOW IT WORKS

3. Learn/ Explore
Create a more informed viewer by 
educating them on the locations with 
the video.

“Learn More” feature quickly displays the partner 
website providing the location selected, with more 
information and options to book a trip.



CLICKTIVATED IN ACTION
Click anywhere on the image to view the video.

http://www.clicktivatedvideoplayer.com/ClicktivatedAnalytics/Preview/player-skins/ClicktivatedSliding/index.aspx?secure=1d85bbf83fd4b7137be8849125b8a16b&prerollimage=puremichigan


Functionality
• Full Web and Mobile Compatibility
• No downloadable App Required
• Native Facebook Video Integration
• Compatible with most Video

Players
• Clean and Non-Intrusive
• HTML 5
• Browser Agnostic
• Unlimited Video Content Length

In-Depth Reporting: Analytics
• All Touch Points Captured In Real-

Time
• Monitor User Engagements
• Track Click-Through Rates
• View Location Interactions
• Locations Viewed
• Total Clicks
• Social Shares
• Device/Browser Used

 

Clicks Engagement

Shares Interactions



The Results: No more settling for "average"
Maximizing viewer engagement within video on a level not previously achieved is the hallmark of a Clicktivated experience. Our
proprietary tools and innovation lead to substantially higher video engagement rates compared to current market averages, as
users will increasingly interact with locations that fit their preferences.

A few of our partners...

Click-Through Rate

22%
Clicks Per View

1.9
Engagement Rate

38%



Competitive Advantage

Clicktivated’s platform fills a void that has been 
plaguing the travel & tourism industry since the 
advent of digital video. Until now, video 
marketing has become stale, limited to video 
views and impressions as a basis to calculate and 
achieve a successful ROI. 

Our strategic partnerships with industry leading brands such 
as Pure Michigan, Visit Indiana, Discover Gilbert and Miles 
Media to name a few, has established a foundation for 
success. As traditional marketing and social trends continue 
to become outdated, the travel/tourism industry will turn to 
forward-thinking technologies in order to provide vital 
interactive user experiences that change the way locations, 
destinations and attractions are promoted and advertised.  



You’ve got to start with the customer experience
and work back toward the technology,

not the other way around.

“



info@clicktivated.com
212.401.1946

THANK YOU!
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